Abstract. The developments of composites forming analyses are summarized, from a historic perspective and towards the expected future. While the recent methods are already accepted in the market, there is a number of challenges ahead in simulation methods and experimental characterisation, to reach even better predictions of defects and part distortions.
Introduction
Rapid manufacturing processes such as hot press forming of thermoplastic composites are key technologies for large scale composite applications to emerge. Typically, tool manufacturing is time consuming and the tooling costs are high, having a large impact on the development time and cost of new press formed parts. For products to be successful on the market, trial-and-error development should be prevented. Composites forming simulations provide a means to prevent or reduce these costly iterations to a bare minimum, and are in this sense crucial for a mature position of composites on this market for high volume manufacturing. Overseeing the past and the present, it can be observed that the applications of composite materials go hand-in-hand with the developments in simulation tools. It is to be expected that this also holds for the upcoming stage of coming to maturity, requiring predictive design tools and quality control which can be supported by further improved and extended simulation methods.
History
Fibre composites provide the potential for structural optimisation by means of orienting the fibres in their most favourable direction. The positioning of the fibres themselves, however, depends strongly on the manufacturing process. Fibre placement, for instance, provides great flexibility in fibre positioning, primarily constrained by the continuity of the fibres which should not change orientation in a stepwise manner from one location to another. A higher speed of fibre deposition can be achieved by using multiple tows simultaneously as in braiding, by using broader tape or by using textiles such as woven fabrics. Each approach generates its own constraints on the achievable fibre orientation distribution over the part to be manufactured.
Woven fabrics further provide great ease of handling and, depending on the fabric architecture, good drapeability. The same goes for random mats of continuous or discontinuous fibres, in which case there is little use of preferred fibre orientations, however. Early applications of fibre composites relied on manual lay-up of such mats and fabrics, on which a thermoset resin was applied to impregnate the fibres. By means of manual lay-up, the laminator can prevent the occurrence of defects such as wrinkling to some extent and, in case of fabrics, can steer the fibres in favourable directions. Early work on the analysis of drapeability of fabric plies dates back to the 1950s [1] , more or less simultaneous to the development of the materials and processes involved. Ever since, the composites research and development have kept a close link between materials, processes and design aspects, including the underlying analysis methods. In this case, mapping schemes were developed to project a pin-jointed net on the tool geometry, providing a means to predict the fibre orientations and fabric shear as a result of draping for specific geometries in closed form. Since the pioneering analytical work by Mack and Taylor, many authors used the 'fishnet approach' for numerical simulations of the draping process, e.g.
[ [2] - [7] ]. Typically, these drape models start from an arbitrary initial point and two initial fibre directions. Further points are then generated at a fixed equal distance from the previous points, creating a mesh of quadrilateral cells.
There is no unique solution for this geometrical drape method, as the solution depends on the chosen sequence of cells to be generated. This problem is generally solved by defining two fibre paths on the drape surface, from which the cells will be generated. Bergsma [6] introduced 'strategies' in order to find solutions for the drape algorithm, without pre-defining such fibre paths, and also included a mechanism to incorporate the locking phenomenon in his drape simulations. Iterative approaches to account better for the actual shear characteristics of the fabrics have been proposed [8] - [9] , using local energy minimisation for each new set of cells to be added to those generated previously. In this way, the material behaviour can be represented to a certain extent, while retaining the very fast solver times of the geometric approach.
These essentially geometry-based methods cannot easily represent the actual material behaviour in great detail. Not accounting for the through-thickness interactions between the layers, are they not very well suited for simulations of forming multi-layered laminates at once, in which the inter-ply friction plays an important role. Also the interactions with blank holders and tool surfaces cannot easily be included in these mapping schemes. Such interactions can be implemented more easily in Finite Element representations, at the cost of significantly higher computation time.
Alternatively, a fabric can be represented as a collection of particles [10] with e.g. elastic or plastic interactions, representing energy contributions due to thread repelling, thread stretching, thread bending, thread trellising and gravity. Constraints can be used to prevent intersection of the particles with rigid bodies such as the surface on which the fabric is to be draped. Fast algorithms have been developed to simulate cloth behaviour on dressed virtual humans in real time, see e.g. [11] . Intended for virtual impressions of apparel fabric rather than detailed studies of the local deformations, these methods have not seen implementation in the technical industry to the authors' knowledge.
Finite Element representations for composites forming processes have been developed from the 1990s. The early formulations adopted orthotropic elastic material behaviour in continuum shell elements [12] - [14] to model e.g. the draping of a cloth on a table. An early multi scale approach was presented in [15] , using a thermomechanically coupled scheme for an anisotropic fluid with anisotropic thermal properties, where these properties were solved using micromechanical modelling of RVEs with the appropriate fibre orientations. Alternatively, truss based schemes have been presented, with the trusses representing the stiff fibres (albeit in tension) and an underlying membrane representing the inplane shear behaviour [16] , [17] . Also mesoscopic analyses have been performed, to analyse the interaction of fibres, possibly impregnated and possibly with the resin rich areas. In these, the material behaviour of the tows is non-trivial and not easily characterised experimentally. Nevertheless, the simulations provide useful insight in the origins of macroscopically observed behaviour.
Fairly rapidly, the technology of forming simulation software and associated material characterisation has found its way into commercial software and services, supporting composite manufacturing of press formed fibre reinforced thermoplastic parts. Early approaches adopted the geometric mapping schemes (in e.g. Fibersim and similar packages), later also specific tools became available using explicit FE solvers (PAM-Form) and implicit FE solvers (Aniform). The large deformations and the extremely anisotropic behaviour of composite materials in forming conditions give rise to significant challenges with respect to stable convergence and accuracy [18] . These FE models are primarily used on the macroscopic scale, treating a ply or a group of plies as an anisotropic continuum, represented in plate or shell elements.
Long [19] presented an overview of the deformation mechanisms in composite laminates during forming. Figure 1 provides an illustration of such a classification. Of these mechanisms, the current FE descriptions typically include trellis shear (described as a viscous, elastic or viscoelastic phenomenon), inter-ply and tool/ply friction (described with a coefficient of friction or a viscous slip coefficient, which may depend on rate, pressure and temperature) and bending (usually described as an elastic phenomenon with an appropriate bending modulus). All require specific experimental techniques and procedures to determine the relevant material property data. Early publications by Boisse and co-workers focused on the response of fabrics due to bi-axial tension in the fibre directions [14] , for which an experimental set-up was developed and the nonlinear response was measured and included in the forming simulation model. Subsequently, the focus moved towards the inplane trellis shear response, in particular on normalising the results for different specimen sizes and on developing standards for obtaining operator and equipment independent test results. The modelling efforts were in particular devoted to rate independent behaviour of dry fabrics, typically described in terms of the normalised shear force as a polynomial function of the shear angle [20] . Benchmarking activities were performed not only on inplane shear [21] but also on friction [22] and forming simulations and experiments on a benchmark 'double dome' geometry [23] - [27] .
Current trends in material modelling
While the process simulations have found their way into industrial application, this does not imply that the composites forming software is infallible. Not all possible deformation mechanisms are included in the current software, and there is ample room for improvement of the models of the mechanisms that are included already.
Thermoplastic laminates are conventionally made by consolidation of plies at high temperature and pressure, in order to minimise porosity in the laminate. It may come as no surprise that this leads to residual stresses that will attempt to de-consolidate the laminate when returning to melt temperature in the forming process. Early publications [28] addressed this phenomenon, but the effects of this changing state on the other deformation mechanisms have been hardly investigated. Slange [29] shows in a recent publication that the preconditioning of the consolidated laminates (drying but also annealing at high temperatures) has a strong effect on the amount of deconsolidation. Accurate quantitative description and predictive modelling of these phenomena requires significant further research efforts.
Inter-tow slippage is another mechanism that is observed to play a role [30] during laminate tensioning, but rarely modelled. An early continuum FE model by Ten Thije capturing this kind of fibre slip in non-crimp fabrics [31] has found little follow up, and also mesoscopic descriptions are found The usually implemented mechanisms include trellis shear (described as a viscous, elastic or viscoelastic phenomenon), friction (described with a coefficient of friction or a viscous slip coefficient, which may depend on rate, pressure and temperature) and bending (usually described as an elastic phenomenon with an appropriate bending modulus). Figure 2 schematically illustrates some typical experiments for the associated material characterisation. Although good progress has been made over the years, the constitutive models are simplified representations of the actual material behaviour. This is, however, closely linked to the availability of accepted material characterisation methods and the associated material property databases for the growing range of materials available on the market. Further, the models employed so far are primarily isothermal, which is a fair approximation in many cases. However, the need for non-isothermal models is apparent when trying to predict shape distortions due to process induced residual stresses. The same holds for defect prediction. Forming induced large wrinkles and folds can be predicted well by the current approach, but wrinkles smaller than the element size require further advanced criteria, simulations and related material property data.
Inplane shear testing can be considered the most researched subject in fabric composite characterisation. Picture Frame (PF) and Uniaxial Bias Extension (UBE) tests are most often applied in this respect. The former generally suffers from lack of control of the fibre tension, which is likely to affect the shear response, whereas the latter involves non-uniform deformations which complicates the analysis of the results. In addition, UBE inherently invokes fibre tension together with shear, such that the 'zero-tension' situation cannot be tested with this method. In its simplest form, the effects of fibre tension on the shear behaviour are neglected and the resistance to shear is described as a path independent function of the local shear angle only. The accepted approach uses a power equilibrium method to derive the material property data from a bias extension test. Adding simple force equilibrium considerations to this approach [32] leads to tight constraints for the force-displacement and stress-strain relations of which the consequences are not fully understood to date. Even this very basic case has not been fully resolved yet.
Harrison et al. [33] presented a Biaxial Bias Extension (BBE) test by which the effect of tension on the shear response can be quantified under constant transverse loads. PF experiments with tensioners were presented by Nosrat-Nezami et al [34] , showing significant non-linear effects of both uniaxial and biaxial tension on the shear response. The effects of these interactions on the forming behaviour was shown in [35] for rate independent materials by means of FE simulations using an Abaqus user material model.
Considering the contact area between successive plies and between the laminate and the tool, it comes as no surprise that friction has a large effect on the formability of composite laminates. Where friction of dry fabrics may still be described with a rate independent Amonton/Coulomb coefficient of friction, this is not applicable to impregnated fabric composites. In this case, the steady state tool/ply friction can be modelled well by means of hydrodynamic lubrication theories on the meso scale, predicting the macroscopic sliding resistance with the textile geometry, the matrix viscosity and the exerted normal pressure as the input [36] . Ply/ply friction measurements of textile plies in general depict a similar hydrodynamic behaviour. Friction measurements were benchmarked in [37] , where only few set-ups were able to characterise thermoplastic laminates in forming conditions.
Sliding friction measurements in general show a clearly time dependent response (see figure 3) . The frictional force increases gradually to a steady state value for very low sliding velocities, but shows an (increasing) overshoot as the sliding velocity increases. Both the peak friction and the steady state friction are in the hydrodynamic range for both ply/ply and tool/ply friction, as demonstrated in e.g. [38] . However, a single coefficient of friction is clearly not equal to the transient response as actually measured. Further, the assumption of hydrodynamic lubrication due to flow of the matrix material is obviously not applicable for temperatures below Tm (assuming semi-crystalline matrices). In this case another mechanism applies, that of a solid fibre reinforced polymer sliding on a metallic substrate. Also this situation is temperature dependent (although less pronounced than above Tm), certainly when the polymer crosses the glass transition during the process. Finally, the condition of the tool surface will affect the sliding response below Tm. Careful characterisation is required for accurate process modelling, which needs to be able to account for all relevant details! Bending of laminates is the third deformation mechanism usually considered. Standard shell elements would describe the behaviour of a laminate as being elastic, i.e. rate independent. As interply slip dominates the laminate bending behaviour, it is obvious that the resin viscosity plays an important role in this mechanism, which hence can be expected to be rate dependent. The common quasi static flexural tests, monitoring the bending of a laminate under its own weight, cannot easily be interpreted to determine such rate dependency. Rheometer bending tests such as proposed in [39] do offer this possibility. The characteristic responses can be captured in a viscoelastic model, essentially leading to a relation between the bending moment, the curvature and the transverse shear rate. Alternatively, a multi-mode nonlinear viscoelastic model can be formulated and fitted on bending experiments [40] to describe the relation between the bending moment and the evolution of the bending angle. As indicated in [41] , the obvious approach requires a time dependent Mindlin-type formulation, specific for fibre composite laminates in forming conditions.
As a final remark on the continuously advancing field of constitutive modelling and material characterisation, also the translation from experiment to material property data can be non-trivial. Not every combination of characterisation experiment and constitutive model has a closed form relation between the data measured, with a unique solution ('best fit') for the material property data to be determined. This often calls for nonlinear iterative procedures, either using approximate analytical expressions or more elaborate numerical analyses simulating the experiment in more or less detail. These parameter identification methods (fitting material property data such that simulations of experiments agree with measured force-displacement data) provide a way to determine these data for arbitrary constitutive equations, also those including nonlinear temperature and rate dependency. The results of such analyses may, however, depend on the initial guess, as there is often no guaranteed unique solution for the nonlinear equations involved. In general, as in any parameter fitting procedure, interpolation within the measured range is usually acceptable, but extrapolation beyond this range is debatable.
Towards defect prediction methods
Considerable progress has been made over the past two decades to enable predictive simulations of thermoplastic composite stamp forming processes with largely reliable outcome, provided the material property data has been measured and modelled accurately and provided that the boundary conditions imposed during the process are properly modelled. This serves primarily the purpose of predicting large processing defects such as wrinkles and folds, spanning multiple elements. Defects of a smaller size are not easily predicted yet, which attracts the attention of various research groups.
In a broad sense, processing induced defects include ply splitting/transverse cracks, matrix degradation, voids, dry spots, delamination, surface defects (due to severe traction or resin squeeze out), contamination, fibre distortions (folds, wrinkles and waviness) and fibre breakage. All defects affected by the local pressure during forming require an accurate pressure prediction, which in turn is strongly dependent on the thickness variation due to shear deformation of the laminate and the local cavity thickness (in particular when using two sided rigid tooling). This is well within range of current modelling capabilities. Second order effects such as tool deflections are outside the range of phenomena than can be predicted with conventional analyses.
Accurate descriptions of some of these defects require full thermomechanical modelling, including the prediction of residual stresses at the meso or micro level as well as the criteria for crack initiation and growth at all temperatures involved in the case of transverse cracks and delaminations. The latter criteria may require simple temperature dependent transverse strength values and/or critical energy release rates (possibly as a function of the consolidation state, fibre angles, …) over the same range from room temperature up to the forming temperature. This is beyond current modelling capabilities. Nevertheless, the current simulation results can already be utilised to check for indications for certain defects. Large transverse strains indicate ply splitting in unidirectional plies, high fibre stresses on rounded edges indicate resin squeeze out (figure 4), the possibility of fibre breakage is clearly indicated by (extremely) high fibre stresses and low pressure is an indicator for poor consolidation quality (including porosity and surface defects, see figure 5 ). The defects having received most attention, nevertheless, are wrinkles of different scales: from fibre waviness in-and out-of-plane to small wrinkles in some plies or in the laminate as a whole up to large folds in the final product. Already in an early stage, Gutowski et al [42] addressed laminate wrinkling during double diaphragm forming as caused by compression when deforming a laminate on a doubly curved tool, and using a mapping based scheme to quantify the amount of compression. Nonlinear FE simulations are well able to predict this kind of buckling phenomena, provided there are sufficient elements to describe the typical shape (see figure 6 ). Wrinkles smaller than an element can obviously not be described in an ordinary element displacement field ('a' in figure 6 ). However, the associated compressive stresses may well show up in the final result, which can be used as an indicator showing the risk for such small wrinkles/waviness. To date, to the authors' knowledge, there is not yet a reliable criterion and associated material characterisation technique to predict the waviness of this kind using current FE simulations of the composites forming process. A first attempt towards a Forming Limit Diagram was presented in [46] , illustrating the challenges yet to overcome. Slightly larger wrinkles ('b' in figure 6) may disappear in the time step when the tools are totally closed, but which still show up in the actual stamp formed part as inplane waviness. These are easily observed in unidirectional materials, but can also be distinguished fabric composites with some more effort (see the 'Medium' example in figure 6 ). Simulation results typically show checkerboard patterns of the inplane shear angle when this phenomenon occurs. The larger wrinkles ('c' in figure 6 ) can be captured fairly well in current FE tools, despite all limitations of the constitutive models employed (see also [43] ), and although a sensitivity study in [44] showed that the predicted deformations and defects are 'the result of a delicate balance between the shear, bending, and friction mechanisms considered'. Characterising the material in the right range of deformations and deformation rates may conceal underlying imperfections, such as using an elastic model for the essentially visco-elastic material behaviour during bending.
Conclusion
As shown in this paper, composites forming simulations have well advanced over the past decades, leading to accessible 'design for composite manufacturing' software tools which are maturing rapidly, enabling cost-effective composite part development. Ongoing efforts on material property databases will further support this advancement. The next stages in defect prediction methods are challenging, with respect to constitutive modelling, Finite Element formulations, material characterisation techniques and reliable defect indicators. The current research efforts worldwide, however, stimulated by the growth of thermoplastic composite applications, lead to good prospects for continued progress in the years to come.
